AP224: Bachelor of Quantity Surveying (Hons)

PROGRAMME STRUCTURE

The programme is offered on full time and part time basis. The part time or out-campus mode of study is offered to the candidates with diploma qualification only. The part-time duration of study is three and a half years. A semester period is applied with 14 weeks of study, one week of study leave, two weeks of final examination. The classes are conducted night time on the weekdays.

ACCREDITATION

The Bachelor of Quantity Surveying (Hons) is jointly accredited by the Board of Quantity Surveyors, Malaysia and the Royal Institution of Surveyors, Malaysia. The Bachelor of Quantity Surveying is also recognized by the Public Services Department (PSD). It is also recognised by the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS), United Kingdom.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

Graduates from this programme rank amongst the highest in term of employability within the Malaysian construction industry. They have excellent and wide-ranging employment opportunities with both public and private sector organizations in the construction industry. The private sector range from consulting, contracting to property/infrastructure development organizations, whilst the public sectors include Public Works Department (JKR), State Economic Development Corporations (SEDC), Local Authorities and government development agencies. The nature of work performed by the graduates within these organizations varies and may range from feasibility studies, cost planning, tender and contract management, construction economics and project management.
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

The part time (out-campus) mode of study is offered to the candidates with diploma qualification only. The entry requirements are given at http://esyarat.uitm.edu.my.

*The application for March 2012 Admission is open; 15 October 2011 to 16 November 2011. Please visit http://online.uitm.edu.my for further information.